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A SAMPLING EXPFRIMENT$’

by

W. E. Griffiths

In the general

which may be overopt

1. INTRODUCTION

inear model, y = Xfl+u, Fiuu’ = az 1, an assumption

mistic for many econonllc applications is that of

a vector of coefficients, i3, which is constant for all observations.

Over time conditions that influence an individual decision unit, a con-

sumption unit or a production unit, are likely to change and this could

be reflected by a change in the response coefficients. Alternatively,

the diversity of regions and individual decision units, etc. makes it

unlikely that each would have the same response coefficients. These

considerations have led to the development of so called “random coefficient”

mode 1s.

~:Paper to be presented at the Winter meetings of the Econometric
Society in New Orleans on December 27-2$), 1971.



Hildreth and t{ouck [6] sqggested the f~l lowing model for situations

in which response coefficients can differ with each observation:

Yt “f ‘tk btk
k=\

(1.1)

where

(1.2) Ut=!ztkvt~, “
&I

(1.3) bt~ = Sk + Vtkj

‘tl = ‘1

and in each case k = l?2,...?K and t = 192~..0ql’.

The yt are observed values of a random variable,

nonran~om values of explanatory VEiriii3bl~S and Vtk are

variables satisfying the following assumptions:

(1.4) EVtk=() for all tand k,

and

(1.5)
{

~k for t=% and k=],
E vtk Vsj =

O for t+s or k+j.

the Ztk are known,

unobserved random
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At observation t the response of the dependent variable to the k-th

explanatory variable is given by btk. Since btk is a random variable

with mean Bk and variance dk) this model relaxes the assumption of fixed

response coefficients for each observation. Assumption (1.5) implies

that response coefficients associated with different variables for the

same observation, or for different observations, are uncorrelated.

Looking at (1.1) and (1.2) we can see that estimation of the mean

response coefficients (the ~k) is identical to the pro~lem of estimation

of tile coefficients in the general linear model wi~ere a special kind

of heteroskedasticity in the disturbances exists. In this case the dis-

turbances are given by the ut and the variance of each is

(1.6) et = E U: = f zt~z d~.
k= 1

Before discussing different estimators it is convenient to put the

model in matrix notation. Let y, g and u be column vectors of orders T,

K and T respectively and let Z be a TxK matrix so that (1.1) can be written

as

(1.7) y=zfl+u.

Let V = diagonal (f31, 02, . . . . eT) so that

(1.8) Euu’ = V,

and let Zk = diagonal (Zlk$ Z2k, ZTk)$ and bck = (b]k, b2k, . . . . bTk)’.. . . .
.
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If the variances are known the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE)

of the mean response coefficients is given by the generalized least squares

estimator

(1.9) ; = (z’ v-l 2)-1 z~ @ y,

The ULUE of the actual response coefficients has been shown by Griffiths

[4] to be

(1.10) ;ek ‘iiklT+dkz~w
-1 ;

, for al] k,

where ; = y - Z; and ~k is the k-th element in j.

For the usual case where the variances are unknown, liildreth and

Houck

of wh

which

certa

for tl

.

suggest several alternative consistent estimators for the dk, each

ch can be used to obtain an estimated covariance matrix, ;,

can be used in place of the real V in (1.9) and (1.10). Under

n assumptions they show that not only are the suggested estimators

e dk consistent, but the 6’s obtained by substituting the resulting

V’s into (1.9) are also consistent.

Rubin [13] has derived the likelihood equations, which are highly

non-linear, for the above model and Hurwicz [7] has given examples where

a random coefficient model would be appropriate. The model has also

been examined by Theil and Mennes [19] and again by Then [18, p. 622].

The case in which we have a number of micro units, where each micro unit

has a constant coefficient vector over time but across micro units the

coefficients are random, and the implications for aggregation, have been



studied by Zellner [20] and Theil [17]. Swamy [14] has provided an ef-

ficient estimation method for such a model,

The large number of estimators suggested by Hildreth and Houck,

botlt of the variances and the generalized least squares estimators which

result from using the estimated variances, have ideriticai large sample

properties in that they are ail consistent. in terms of small sampie

properties, ~ome have been shown to have lower mean square errors than

others, thus providing some basis for choice. Ilowever, to my knowledge,

these are the only analytical properties which have been derived for

estimators in the Hiidreth-Houck model. No basis exists for choosing

which estimated covariance matrix, if any, should be used in (1.9) and

(1. 10) to estimate the mean and actual response coefficients respectively.

Since determining analytical properties, which would provide such a basis,

appears to be a formidable task , especially’in small samples, it seems

appropriate that a sampling experiment be conducted in the hope that

the results will provide some basis for choice between estimators.

This paper presents the results of such a sampling experiment for

a model which may be regarded as a special case of the tiildreth-hlouck

model. A number of the estimators suggested by Hildreth and Houck, some

additional ones, and some test statistics are investigated in the ex-

periment. Froehlich [2] has carried

slightiy different mcxiei and placing

modifications of these) suggested by

out a similar experiment using a

more emphasis on estimators (and

Theil and Mennes [i~],
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The model, estimators and tests which are considered are outlined

in section 2. Section 3 outlines the details of the experiment, section

4 gives the results and section 5 contains conclusions and possibilities

for future research,

2.1 Tile Model

The model

(2.1)

2. THE MODEL, ESTIMATORS AND TESTS

to be investigated is the following:

Yt=i %kstk$. .

(2.3)

(2.4)

E Vtk = o,

{

dk for t=s and k=j
E vtk Vsj =

O for t~s or k=lj,

(2.5) ‘ti 5 ‘$ ‘tl 5
i,

where t = i,2 ~...~T; k=l,2,...,K; and ]=1,2,. ..,J.

This model varies slightiy from that of Hildreth and Ilouck, the

difference being that the $tk, instead of having a fixed mean, rjow have

a mean which depends on the values of another set of exogenous variables,

i/
Xtl, Xtz$ ● **S xtJ and a set of fixed cot?ffic&t!!fltsykl, yk2$ .,. ,YkJ.-

.!-’ll~is mode] is similar to one suggested by Lee, Judge and Zeliner
[11] to allow for transition probabilities which change over time depend-
ing on the values of a set of exogenous variables.



In the Iiilclreth-tiouck mode} it was assumed the factors causing the

response coefficients to change were unobservable. If they are ob-

servable they can be explicitly included using equation (2.2). Letting

= 1, for all t implies that when ykj = O, for all k and j except‘tl -

j=l, the model reduces to that of Hilclrqth and Houck, and so, the Hildreth-

Houck model could be regarded as a special case of (2.1) to (2.5). 140w-

ever, for estimation purposes, It will be seen that theabovemxlel is

better viewed as a special case of the Hilclretll-Houck model.

Substituting (2.2) into (2.1) we have

(2.6) Yt=! ~ ‘tkxt.i Ykj+ [=,
kul j=l ‘tk ‘tk’

If, (a) i = j + (k-]) J and N= KJ so that i Is an index from I to N;

(~) g~i ‘zt~ ‘~j; and (C) ut=~ Ztk v~k, (2.6) can !W written as
k= 1

ii

(2.7) Yt=~ 9ti Yi+ut.
isal

4

Since Xtl : 1, for all t, the variables Ztk (k=l,2,... ,K) are a subset

of the variables gti (i=l,2,.. .,N). Thus (2,7) can be regarded as a

special case of the I{ildreth-tlouck model where some of the di are zero,

The problem of estimating the Yi is equivalent to t!lat of estimating

the 6!; in (1.1).

Written in matrix form (2.7) ~Ji3COMCNi

(2.8) Y =Gy+u
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wlwre G and y are of orders Tx!/ and iixl respcctivel y. TIM3 d]s turbanco

vector u has tile same properties as i t did In tltc Hi Idretil-llouck rmclel ,

nal?lely, Euu’ = V, where V is a diagonal matrix containing tile elements

givenin (1.6).

The generalized least squares estimator for y is given by

(2.j) ;G= (G’ @ (@ G’ v-l y,

and its covariance matrix

(2.10) v (;G)

[f ordinary least squares

and its covariance matrix

(2.11)

and

(2.12)

The prob

is

is applied to

are given by

●

(2.8), tim resulting estimator

.

Y. = (G’G)-l G’y,

V(;o) = (G’G)-l G’ V G(G’G)-l,

ems, discussed in section 1 In qonnectlon ’with model (1.7)

are again relevant for (2.$). The estimator given in (2.3) is ULUE but

typically V is unknown. It is possible to use (2.11) without any know-

ledge of V but tilis estimator Is Inefficient, There are a number ~f

possible estimators for V each of which can be used in place of the real

V in (2.3). however, apart from consistency? the analytical properties

of tile resulting estimators for y have not been derived. The properties
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of these estimators and the variance estimators (~’s) wi ii he investigated

in the sampiing

2.2 Estimators

experiment.

The estimators considered are outi ined explicitly beiow, Cach was

suggested by Hiidreth and Houck or is a modification of one of those

suggested by tiildreth and Houck.

Let the ordinary least squares residuals be g~ven by

wlv3re H = i - G(G’G)-i G’. The covarlance mqtrix of these residuais is

(2.i4) E;:’ = MVM.

Let w be a Txi vector containing the diag~nal eiments of ~~’, fi be tile

matrix o~tained by squaring each eiement in M and 6 be a Txl vector con-

taining tile diagonal elements of V. Then, the diagonai eiements of

(2.i4) can be written as

(2.i5) Ew = he.

If ~ is a matrix containing the squares of the Observations on the z

va r

can

(2*

ables and d is a Kxi vector of the unknown variances, equation (1.6)

be rewritten as

6) (j = ~~,
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Substituting this into (2415} and letting W = fi ~~ We llav@

(2.17) Ew=jl~&=W~

Since w and W are observable least squares can be applied to

(2.17) to obtain an unbiased estimator of the variances

(2.18) i(l) = (w’w)-~ W’w.l/

This is the first of the variance estimators to be investigated. For

the case where u is n~rmally distributed, the varian~e of ~(i) has been

shown [6] to be

(2.19) V(:(l)) = 2(W~W)-’ W’QW(WtW)-’,

where Q is tile matrix MVM with each of Its elements squared,
.

An undesirable property of ~(l) Is thatIt may contpln s~me negative

estimates. A method of overcoming this problem is tq set all negative

estimates equal to zero. This leads to the following estimator:

(2,20) :(2) = (;,(2), i2(2),.. o,@))’

where

~/Althoqgh unbiased this estimator is not efficient, Generalized
least squares crmnot be applied to estimate 6 becaus~ the covariance
matrix of w depends on 6. Froehlich [2] is investigating a two step
procedure in an attempt to see whether or not it improves efficiency.
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A

(2.21) ~k(2) = MiII {O,~k(l}}, fOr all k.

Since ~(l) is obtained by minimizing a given sum of squares, a ~re

appealing estimat~r which excludes the pcmlbility of negative estima~es

is one wilich minimizes the same sumof sqqares subject to a non negativity

restriction.

Define ;(3) by

and

(2.22)

Calculat

has

and

and

(2,

(W-W;(3))’ (w7wi (3))

on of this estimator is a quadrat!c programming prctb]em and

been discussed by Judge and Takayama [8].

The estimators ~(2) and $(3) are not unbiased, however !iIldreth

Houck have shown that they have lower mean square errors than ~(l)

that under certain assumptions they are consistent.

Another unbiased estimator for 8 which is obtained by consi~erlng

7) and which, a priori, cannot be considered better or warse tilan ~(l)

on the basis of a mean square error crit~rion is

(2.23) ;(4) = (2I i i)-’ ilw,

When u is norms Iy distributed its variance is
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(2.24) V(;(4)) =2(2’W)-1 ~tQ~(i’@

Rao [12] has introduced a term, MINQUE, to denote a variance estima-

tion procedure. This pro~edure produces ~inimum norm quadratic unbiased

e$timator$ which have been shown by Rao to possess a number of desirable

properties. Froehlich [2] and Gri~fith~ [3] have demonstrated that ;(4)

is the MiliQ~E for IS in this model.

As was possible with ~(l), negative ~$timates cao arise using ~(lt).

This can be overcome by using ;(5) where

There is a quadratic programming estimator for d which corresponds to

just as G(3) corresponds to ~(l). Hwever this estiqator was not ex-

amined in the experiment.

Ail the above estimators use as a first step the ordinary least
A .

;(4)

squares estimator, yo, to obtain residuals, u, to use’in estimating the

variances. An alternative wauld be to employ ~ome kind of initial approxima-

tion, or guess, of the covarianc~ matrix V, apply generalized least qquares

an~ use the resuiting residuais. if ~. is this initial approximation

then one could obtain estimates

(2.26)

and derive the corresponding residuals,

(2.27)
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where P = I - G(G’~o -16)-1 ~’;o-l, Then, ?rialogous tQ (2,14) we have

(2.28) E;&’ = PVPI.

The diagonal elepents of ~~~~ ‘ and PVP’ can now be used in a similar

way to derive a whole new series of variance estimators. Altlwugh M iS

symmetric, P is not and so in some instances M Is replaced by P and in

others by P’,

Only one of this new

investigated in the exper

series, the estimator analogous to ~(l), was

men t. It is given by

(2.29) ;(6) = (Ws’ws)-1 WJWS

wher% Ws = 6 ~ and ws is a vector qentering the diagonal elements of

A

(@s’.

The natur?l question

approximation for V. The

ordinary least squares is

io=dll. An alternative

which arises is what to use as an initial

initial approximation implied by the use of

61 > 0 and all ~ttter variances zero, that is

which may be worth consi~qrlng Is to assume,

at the outset, that ail the variances are equal. This leads to the

initial approximation of

(2.30) i. = J Zk Zk,
k= 1

where CS is the common variance and Zk is defined just below equation

(1.8), If, instead, we assume that the variances are not equal but their

ratios are known, that is,
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(2.31)

wher~ tile A’s are known, then the initial approximation becomes

(2.32)

where Al = 1,

From eac!I ~(i), i = 1,2,

cat} be construct. T~Ie i-th

which uses an estimated covar

(2.33)

.,,6, an estirmted cqvariancc matrix ~(i)

genera] lzed least squares estimator for y

ancc matrix is then given by

~(i) = (~’o-l(i)G)-i G’~-l(i)y i = ],2,. ..,6.

Discussion of ‘an initial approxifnation of V and the estimators for

y whic!l correspond to alternative 0’s suggests the use of an iterative

procedure. For any i, residuals can be obtained using the y estimator

given in (2.33), these residuals can be used tcr obtain another estimate

for 6, wi~ich can be used to again estimate y~ and so on. The convergence

properties of such estimators still need to be investigated, Some light

should be shed on the properties by the results of the experiment, Th c

estimators ;(7) and 1(7) will refer to the estimates obtained after

iteration, using initially ~(l) and ~(l). Some iteration was also carr

.
out using 6(4) and ~(4) as the initial estimators, buts after some pre-

liminary results, this estimator was abanriqncd. This is discussed in

section 3,

w-i
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2,3 “t Tests”

A
If the disturbances are nc?rmaliy distributed and V is known, yG

(given in 2.9) is normaily distributed witi~mean y and covariance matrix

(G’V-iG)-l and it is relatively easy to test i~ypotheses concerning linear

functions of y. Since V is typically unknpwn it is of interest to see

how these tests perform when an estimated V is substituted for the

real V.

Under certain conditions- ~G-y wiil have an asymptotic normal dis-3/

tribution with mean zero and covariance matrix (G~V-iG)-~. The added

assumptions necessary to prove ~ (~(i) - ~G) converges in probability

to zero still need to be investigated. if this can be shown ~(i) will

have the same asymptotic distribution as ~G and tests using

of V will be asymptotically justified.

Tile most commonly used test is that where each eiement

tested to determine whether or not it differs significantly

TIIe statistic, whose performance in

vestigaged is given by

.
(2.34) ty =

where ail(j) is the

will be carried out

-th diagonal e’

n conjunction ~.

that is, j = i ,2,...,7.

testing this hypothesis

~ in piace

of y is

from zero,

will be in-

i = 1,2,... ,N,

mnent of (G’~-i(j)G)-i. This test

ith ail the estimators outlined above,

~+%e, for example, Theil [18, Ch. 6,$].
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An dca of the probability of a type II error for a g ven, false,

null Ilypotiws is, namely, yi = O, is obtained using (2.34). Also im-

the sicjnifi-portant is ti~c probability of a type I error, whlci~, under

cance level used, would be 0.05 if the test were an axact one. S i nce

tllc rea

is poss

(2,35)

parameters are iinown when a sampling experiment is set up it

ble tcI illvestigatq this probability using tile s~atistic

j = 1,2,...,/.

Suppcw the model )40s improperly specified so tilat it wos tl$iSUlil@d

Euu’ =di, wi12n in fact Euu’ = V. It is of interest to dctcrmiilc how

~en~itivc (z,~~) ~lld (2.35) are to this misspeclficatlon. Assunw that

the ardinary Ioast squares cstimatc~r ~. is wployede Tile denominator

in the “t tests” WOIJld tilen be fi where aii is the i-th diagonal ele-

aIId o is the usual estimate of the variance of ut.rne[]t of i(G’@ :

‘~lia sensitivity of tiw tests was examined by looking at the performance

of (2,34) and (2.35) under these assumpti~l~s.

~*4 Testing tl]q Variances

Important hypotheses to test are those concerning tlw variances

(6’s), If Ji is tl]e only non zero variance then ~. is tiLUE. Alternatively,

if (2,31) ~~oids where the A’s are kn~wn~ then a generalized least squares

estimator using to of (2,32) is efficient. It is possible to test such

hypotheses using BLUS residuais.
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The concept of dLUS residuals was developed by Theil [15] and Ilas

subsequently been studied by Koer$s [5], Koerts and Abrahamse [10],

Abranamse and Koerts [1] and Thcil [16, 18]. A number of theorems con-

cerning DLUS residuals have been developed In this literature. A very

brief outline of the procedure is given below.

Suppose we wish to test the hypothesis

(2,36) dk=o, k=2, . . ..K.

or, in other words, Euu’ =V=q i. The vector u is unobserved and so

cannot be used to test this hypothesis. its estima@ ; given by (2.i3)

is observable, but, assuming the hyi~othesis is true, i~as a covariance

matrix given by E~~’ = d} N. Since file elements of L ,are correlated

and ilave different variances (15iI’-l is not a scalar covariance matrix),

it is difficuIt to use these elenmts to test hypotheses about the

variances. If we transform the residuals using a (T-l~)xT matrix U we

I]ave

(2.37)

anti

For ~,~ to be the ULUS residuals it is necessary, but not sufficient,

that S satisfy the following properties:



(2*3j)

(~,1,~)

(2,}+])

(2,42)

These conditions show that B

gonal to the space spanned by

acteris tic vectors correspond

A
u~~ is a linear function of y,

w = i),

M13’ = 1,

i3il’ = 1,

of u and I\as a scalar covariance

s an orthogonal matrix which is also ortho-

G and thpt the r~ws of B are the char-

ng

an

to the unit roots of M. The estimator

unbiased estimator of (T-N) elements

matrix because

(2,43) &k ‘ =61 BP1B’ = 61 1.

This gives us the LUS from LLUS.

Ikcause of tile multiplicity ~f the roots of N there are WI infinite

number of B matrices satisfying (2.39) to (2.42). This l?ads to tile

criterion of “best”. Since ;Y, is an estimate of only ~-if elements of u

a decision first must be made concerning which T-H elements are to be

~~tilnatedO Assume u is partitioned, U’ = [UO’,U1 *], and that ~,~ is to

estimate U1 whet-e U1 ist of coursej the same order aS ~:fo Given this

partitioning ;* is 13LUS when B is chosen such that E(~~, - ul)’(~k-ul) is

a minimum. Assume for the remainder of the paper that B ilas in fact

been chosen this way and that ~x is, t’”lcrefore, a vector of BLUS



residuals.!/

i~hcn @i((),~l ‘T)) it follows that &%N(0,611T -11), and so [t is rela-

tively easy to use fiA to test hypotheses about the disturbances. If

we wish to test (2.36) the followlng F test can be constructed. If T-fl

is even the following statistics, ql and n2 each have x 2 distribution

‘fwith (T-M)/2 degrees of freedom,~

(T-iJ)/2 ~ ~
(2.44) nl = I/d, ~ U*[ $

i=?l

“2
U*[ ●

T-N
(2*~~~) II ~ = l/6~ ~

i=(T-lJ)/2+1

‘TiIe statistic F = 111/r12 has the F distribution with ((T-N)/2, (T=il)/2)

degrees of freedom and so cm be used to tast (2.36).

Two questions immediately come to mind. The BLUS residuais are

oniy unique for a given partitioning of u and so a decision as to which

T-)1 elements of u are to be estimated by ~i: has to be made. seccdly,

what about the power of tile test? \Jhen the alternative hypotiwsis is

one of ivstcroskedasticity where tile variances are either increasing

or decreasing Theil [15] suggests using ~x to estimate @ first (T-Ii)/2

~’/Furtl~cr properties of ULU$ residuals and a convenient way to
calculate them are outliiwd in Theil [18, CII.5].

~/if T-14 is odd one of the n’s can be calculated from (T-!4-1)/2
residuals and tiw other from (T-I@l)/2.
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and the last (T-il)/2 e

that tile uariances are

ements in u, If the alternative hypothesis is

decreasing, and it is true, the fi~i’s in rll

A

will be estimates of the ui’s witil high variances and the ujti ‘s in T12

wiil be estilnates of the ui’s with low varianccs~ it is hoped, therefore,

that by choosing the middle N disturbances as those not to be estimated,

putting rIl in ti~~ l~umerator of tiw F test and r12 in the denominator, the

6/power of t!le test will be made as large as possible.-

In this case the alternative hypothesis is

(2,46) &i< > 0 for at least one k from the set k=2,. .,,K.

The variances of the disturba~~ces are

(2el}7)

and so the gre~ter the values of the z’s the greater will be the vari-

ance of the disturbance. TIIUS it is logical to derive ;$, wlwre it

estimates the disturbances associated with the large and the small values

of the z’s, and omits estimates of the disturbances associated with PI

medium sized z’s, n 2,Tilt? (Tv~)/2 u$fi s corresponding to iarge z values

can i.w placed in the numerator and the (T-N)(2 ~t%i2’s corresponding to

small z values, III the denominator of tile F test.

This procedure is somewhat more arbitrary than the s

described by Theil where the variances are simply increas

tuatlon

ng or decreasing.

~’tdhen T-N is odd there is not a unique middle N observations. I n

this case I-heil suggests estimating the two possibilities and choositlg
bet\.ieen them on another criterion.
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Sinca it Is possible for more than one z variable to exist (02) there

can k m strict ordering of observations from those corresponding to

iii’gl] z values @ tl~ose corresponding to iow

experiment, an attempt was made to classify

tilree relevant groups, hi~h, low and medium

Z V~llJf3S, ilowever, in the

the observations irtto the

sized z’s, and these wet-e

used in the way described ab~ve tQ test (2.36) agafnst (2,%). ~lor~

research Into the optimal Nartitionlng of u and t$le p~wer of ti]e test

WIW;I used against alternatives suGiIas (2.46) is needed,

it is straightforward to ext~nd the above procedure t~ test the

hypothesis

(2.48)

where tne ~k aro known, Transform the originql variables in the foilow-

ing way:

(2.1+9) YII = tiYo ~t{= HG. u~{ * tiu

where H is a TxT diagonal matrix with t-th element given by

(2.5(I)

When (2.48) holds EuHuH’ = 61 i and sp one can proceed just as before

uqing tha transformed variables instead of the original ones, For

given A’s the performance of this test was examined in the experiment.



3. THE SAMPLING EXPERIMErtT

Tiw size of the model and parameter values used in the experiment

are given below:

Y~ = Btl + ‘t2 $t2 + zt3 %3

i3tl= 40J+ 2.94 Kt+ Vtl

(3.1)

%3 = 7.61 + 0.334 xt + vt3#

(3.2) vtk ~ N (O, dk) k=l,2,3,

(3.3) 6, ~ 36,0, !3Z* I.fl, 63 * o.4j

These values wore chosen so that the mo4el could resemble a demand equa-

tion in which yt represents quantity demanded, zt2 price, ztj income anti

Xt is some kind of index of preferences which Influmces not only quantity

demanded but also the response of quantity demanded to changes in in-

come and price.

one hundred samples were generated for qach of tnrce sample sizes,

T=14,~=3Q~,,d-f=~o, The variables Xt, zt2, zt3 were fixed in

repeated samples but generated initiaiiy from tne foI iowing distribution.’
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(3.4)

‘t2 d (4Q, 576)

=t3 N (65, 2031.7)

The sample means and standard daviati~ns of the values generated are given

in Table 1. In Table 2 the populati~n and sample correlation coefficients

7/between all the variables in the G matrix are presented.-

TABLE I

Sample Means and Standard Deviations of 22, 23 and x

2“ 23 8

T=14 h~.go 7i.87 28.21
Means T=33 44.63 (X,37 >g,~y

‘r=6~ 44.97 71.40 121.99

$tandard T=14 27.26 41.06 51,71
Devia- T=jU 23,4* 46,31 67.90
ticms Ta$6~ 25.25 45,74 30.74

~/Simp!ificd formuia~ for deriving population correlation coefficients
betwetuI a singly variable ai~cla quadratic varia~lc can be found in
Griffiths [j]. ‘
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T=lh *30 143
CJ=Z23

T=39 -0,172
‘r=JJ -3,(347
Pop, G*O

Ideaily a sampling experltnent

sets of param~ters and explanatory

onp t~ determine how sensitivG the

should be carried qut for as many

variables as possible. This enabies

performance of different estimators

is to differen~. sets of parameters. it is unlikely that any one esti~

mater wi II be best for the whole parameter space. in fact, once the

parameters and explanatory variables have been set, one can CIIOOSC be-

tween two of tile variance estimators i(l) and ;(4) by q~mparing their

respective variances, (2.19) and (2.24). This dO~S not fnvoive the

generation af any sami>ics. Despite the iimitations~ t.hc set of pal”am~t~rs
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ables outlined above was tile only set studied in

decided to look at a fairly large number of esti -

the expense of not exqmining sensitivity to the

and explanatory var

this paper. it was

maters and tests at

parameter space. Fortunately, thq re$ul~s seem to indicate a set of

inadmissible estimators leaving a smaller number upon which future ro-

soarch can concentrate.

The estimators for d compared in the experiment are those out-

lined in section 2, namely $(i), i=l,2,,.,,7. Those estimators fory

which are evaluated arc ~(i), i=l ,2,.,.,7, ~o, ~~ and ~G. All are

compared on tit& bas[s of their mean square errors (MSE’S). SirIue each

estimator is a vector, its MSE is a matrix. However, just the diagonal

eiements of the MSE matrices were looked at, or, in other words, the MSE

of each element in eacil estimator was estimated. For example, the MSE

of each element in ~(j) is estimated by

(3.5)

wiwre i~l ,2,...,6; j=l,2 ,.., ,7and s refep to the estimate in the s-th

sample,

It is possible to derive tile MSE!S of some of the estimators analytic-

ally and it is tivarefore unnecessary to estimate these using a formula

sucil as (3.5). The MSE’s of ~G, ~o, ~(l) and;(q) are g

(2.10) , (2.12), (2.19) and (2,24) respectively. The MSE

~(6) are respectively

ven by equations

s of ~s and
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(3.6)

and

(3.7)

where Qs is thu matrix PVP’ with each of its elements squared. tie for-o

any samples were generated these MSL’S were Gaiculated usipq the above

exprqs$ions. The iiSE’s of the remaining estimators and ~. and ;(lI)

~~ere estimated using (3,5), or a similar expression. By comparing tlm

estimatqd V,$ti’sof ~. and ~(ft) with the true ones given by (2.12) and

(2.24) we can get an idea of the error invalved when using this kind

of sampl ing experiment.

For estimators ~(6), ~s and ~(6) we need an initial guess con-

cerning tlw ratios of th~ variances, The initial guess used was

(3.8) ’51= 10’JJ2= 10063.

The estimators obtained using iteration are ;(7) and ;(7) Where

too initial values in the iterative procedure are producpd using 3(I)

and ~(l), AL first, iteration was carried out using ;(4) and ;(4)

as tile initial values. For each sample 10 iterations were allowed

and if the estimates for y Imd not converged after 10 iterations tile

estimates at the Ioth iteration were used. The estimator ~ was said

to i~ave converged if the third digit of each element in ~ after t

iterations did not differ by more than 1 from the third digit of the

correspol}ding element of ~ after t-l iterations. However t!-Ie results
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were far f rom sa t i sfac tory. iJflen the estimates showed no signs of con-

vergence thqy fluctua

the MSE’s of the resu’

fore, to UFO ~(l) and

ccl vi~lently, or exploded,

ting estimator were huge.

~(l) as the initial values

with the result that

it was decided, tiw3re-

in ~he iterative pro-

cedure and to saparate the results into two parts:

(a) estimates obtained using the results of evpry sample, that 1s,

usiilg the results after convet-gence or after 10 iterations

come? firsJ; and

(u) estima~es based only on those samples where Y est

vcrgcci lwfore ten iterations. Although thq nvmber of samp

wilicheyer

mates cr3n-

es in wilic;]

convergen~c occurred was no greater when using d(i) and y(l), the esti-

mates did not fluctuate as wildly wilen convergence did not take piacc,

and, alti~ougl~ still large, the MSC’S obtained for part (a) were a more

reasonable size,

Tile performanc~ ~f “t tssts” ~ssociated with each estimator was

examined by calculating, using (2.35) and (2.34), the number of type 1

and type I I errors in 100 samples, Since i~ is possible for ~(i),

i=l,4~6 and 7, to contain negative estimates it is also possible that
A

the corresponclirlg V(i)t wiwie diagmal qlomen~s are given by
K

~t(i) = ~ ztk2 ~k(i), is not positive definite, Thus estimates of
k= 1

tl~e variances of the eienxmts of j(i), i=l,4,6 and 7, could be negative.

\jIlpll this occurred it was recorded as both a type i and type I I error.

The ULU15 residuals are used tp test the following two hypotheses:

(3*J) Iii: 62=63=?0,



and

(3.10) H2 : 6{ = 100J2= 10063.

Since both these hypotheses are false the performance of thq tests was

examined by counting the number of samples in which each hypothesis was

accepted, that is, tiie type ii errors.

4, RESULTS OF TIiE SAMPLiNG EXPERiliENT

4.1 Variance Estimators

T;le means and NSE’S of tile variance wtimatot-s are presented in

Table 3. Perhaps the must striking thing in Table 3 is the iargc means

for ~1 whose true value is 36. One might suspect ;(4) is not unbiased

wilerr for 61 , for different sample sizes, it produces means of -770,

541 and 96

values are

can be exp’

estimates.

However, because of the very large.NSf’s of al, such

quite possible. Tile large means for $1 us ng other estiwtors

ained by tileir bias, caused by the precius on of negative

We would expect 3(2), ~(3) and :(5) to be biased upward. Th i S

is so in all cases for 61, most cases for 63 but in only qome cases for

S2. This is perhaps because negative estimates wprs most frequent for

tii, then 63 and ieast frequent for 62.

Tile estimator ~(7)(a) stands out as unusual especially with respect

to its MSE’S. Recaii that this is th? estimator wi~ich includes all estir

mates obtained from the iterative procedure whether ti~ey had converged
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Iieans and !ISE’S of A] tcrnative VarianceLstirnators

_i_l-UQ ‘~i.l 1 UCS 36.0 i.21 0.l}J

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

+/

t!
e
t
c
C2
t
c!
e

t
e
c+
t
c?
(3
t
e
c?

t
~

e
t
Q
e
t
e
e

36.
1687.
533.
:)6.

-779.
17)1.
36,

-i8923,
3072,

36.
I7j4.
1264.
34*

“4> 1,
17j3.
~~e

243.
2451 ,

36.
1085.
1005.
36.
96.

1114.

4%:
1874,

1,6454
J.7703
0.3863
1.7746
1.4278
9.7320
2*42~~

20.4334
1,0673

1,21
I .26>
0.81)
1.21
I,IC4
1.234
1.21

17.07
O.$JO1

1,21
1.107
0.952
1,21
1.938
1.119
1.21
l.sli
9.686

0.8717 1.21
0.31.44 i,2h6
0.2623 1.105
i.1613 1.21
0.8701 i.229
0,3324 1,232
1.5468 1021
8.9512 1.031
0.6340 0,863

2*()(J5~

i.1744
0.8043
2.0903
1.4315
1,1702
2.3112

34*0737
0.7218

0.49
0.523
0.450
0.49
0.513
0.543
o.4~
0.405
0.267

0.7781 9.49
0.5902 Q,432
9.3867 0,430
9.8733 0,49
0.6169 ()-479
0.6093 0.482
1.0600 ~,l}g
4.4300 0,62~
0.4987 0.317

#Thq NSE’s of $1 have be?n divided by 107.

I.(]ojl+

1.5224

0.7(162
1.5332
2.378;
~c<;lj)o

1.6947
l!ixl’jz

0.4566

d.2328
0,2543
0.1670
9.3032
3.322s
0.2913
0.3782
7.4406
0.1C17

0.116$
0.1065
0,9744
0,1474
0,1261
0,1230
0.1835
7.5643
0,1151

~/A “t” means these values are the true values, an “e” means they
were estimated in tlw sampling experiment,
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or not, I t perform$ consistently worse than any of the others WI th

respect to both variance estimation and estimation of Y. Uhen the non

“

convergent estimates are excluded, the resulting es~imatorj $(7) (1.J,

produces wsul ts more comparable to tl]e otiwr estimators. Thus, the

i terative procedure gives far from satisfactory results unless the

estimates converge. TIIe ncmber of samples upon which the resul ts for

;(7) (b) and ~(7)(b) are based, (that is, the number of samples out of

100 in which convergence took place), are 11, 50 anti 50 for T=14, 30

and 60 respectively.

A corrrparison of MSE$s shows that there is insufficient evidence w

provide a basis for cl~oicc between ;(1) and 3(4). Even if there was a

great difference between the two no general conclusion could be drawn

since the !tSC1s are krwm as soon as the parameters and explanatory vari-

ables iN3Ve bWII set fOr tileexperiment. Also, a

oI~ tile basis of the number of negative estimates

are given in Table 4.

choice is not possible

each produces. “i%ese

TAfjLE 4

(lul;lber of Samples in ~Wh$ch Negative Variance Estimates Occurred

:(1)
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AiI analytical result showrr by I{iidreth and ifloucii is borne out il]

tiw results, Th /iSE’s of estimators precluding negative variances

are always lowqr ti~an thel~ correspcmding estimators in which negative

estimates can occur. An interesting result whici) has not been shown

is the ciuadratic programming estimator ~(3) performs consistently

be$,ter than any of the other except for ~3(7) (b) fPr T=14.

A result wilich one would not suspect is that ilSE (~1(3)) for

T=14 is Iowcr than that for T=30 and T=60. A possible explanation is

that tlw numocr of negative variarrce cstirnates was much greater for

T=l~I, arid tlw use of quadratic programming estimates therefore allowed

a greater reduction in the IKE. Alternatively, the result could be clue

to chance. Tl~e difference between the estimated and true values for

?j$~ (;, (4)) shows that the variances of the estimates of the N5E’s

could be quite !~igh.

tiased on these results it appears ;(3) is “better” than any of

the others. However, one may prefer

tions are considered, The economist

in the y estimates

variance estimates

matQr may Ix based

next.

obtained by using

A

d(2) or ;(~) if the added computa-

is more likely to be interested

these variance estimates tilan the

themselves, Therefore, tile choice of variance esti-

on tile resulting y estinu3tor. These are considered
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4,2 Es. timatilrs for y
(

The estimated means of the y estimators are presented in Table 5.

kcause ~G, TO and ~~ are unbiased, their means are known, a priori.

However the mean of ~. was still estimated and this ostirnate is included

in Table j.

Except perilaps for ~(7)(a) there

elude that any of the estimators are b

s insufficient evidence to con-

ased. The estimated bias is

large in some instances but in these cases tilere is a correspondingly

given in Tqblc 6.

Turning to the HSE’S we see ti,a~ ~G

estimators. ll~is is as one would expect

was biased and ~~ad a greatly reduced var

typically unattainable, wc can readily d’

distinct groups basal on thulr- ~!SE’sc

has a lower ME than all other

unless one of the estimators

ante. Ignoring ~G, which is

vide the estimators into two

Group A

io
ys
‘((2)

~(3)
!@5)
Y(7) (~)

troup B

;(1)
~ (Ii)

~ (6)
f(7)(a)

w~th~n eaci~ group there is no estimator which has Iowqr NSE than any

‘/ ~v~ryof tile otiwrs for all elements in y and for all sample sizes.-

8/”_y~ is consistently better than the others In Group A except for

~lSK(~3 (7)(b)) ~ :lSE(~3s) for T=GO.
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TAtILE 5

Estimated Means for ~’s

A

Estimator ?9 ?? ;4 ;q ;[,YI

True Values 4iyJ , 2.94 -10.3 -fJ*Ij~j 7.61 0.334

T=14

~q,,

;(2)
;(3)
f(4)
f(5)
~(fi)
y(7) (a)
;(7)(L)

T=60 *

?(3)
~(4)
Y(5)
?(6)
i(7)(~)
f(7)(~)

&j ● 73

3.738

2.887
2.906
2.399
2.915
4.061
2.M@
!)● ~1~1
lt*~27
2,974

-11.45
-11.82
-I I,(IC
-10.95
-11.24
-11.05
-11.27
113.3
-10.21

-11.06
-10.24
-10.99
-10.96
-26.18
-11,03
-9*I3
-9.55

-lU.87

-10. W
-12.04
-10.86
-10.07
-3.46

-IQ,86
-11.55
-10,82
-10,31

-9.5223
-3.4534
-0.5533
-0.5702
-0.5319
-o. !j615
-0.5653
*fj*3~

-0.6036

-Q*~lj~~

-0.5751
-0.$612
-0.565$
0.!)318

-~,5573
-0.5074
-0,$474
-0.5638

-0.5631
-(.). (48fij

-0.5G29
-0,5631
-0.4635
-0.5638
-~ol}ljo
-0,5317
-0.5587

7.716
7.817
7.604
7,567
7.373
7.615
7.272

13.93
8.349

7.546

7.207
7*517

7,511
3,622

7,533

7,516
7.5)2
7.60’2
5.749
7.537
2.235
7,563
7,527

U.3280
0.2970
0.3413
Cl.3453
0,3612
(J,341O
o*33~2

-6,81
0.2711

3.3346

0,3337
0.3369
3,3367

-0.2801
3.3;77
0.5204
0.1210
0,3277

4.3357
9.3$88
0.3382
9,3375
0.4905
0.3377
o.326~1
0.3183

~*3373
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HSEIS for ~ls

o t

o e

(~) ~

(3) ~
(4)
(~) :
(6) e
(7)(a) ~
(7)(U) ~

T=3tl

G t
.%

o 1.
0 e

71) :

h
t

(i) :
(3) ~
(f,) ,:

24.37
33.94

27.35
25.52

288.1
25.42
26,33

150.6
25,80

356.6
76X1 05

28.30

4*9~3

7.712
9.635
5.320

87. ~12
8,243
9.521

996.8
8.208

13xlo2
15XI02

8.748

0.502
1,350
i .423
0.523

4 yo.
0.667
0.636

20.
(~j e 0.668
(6) 29 ●

(7)(a) ~ 26.

0.757

1.400
2.083
1.680
1.435

15*45
1.436
1.4.69

11.77
1.456

26.74
86X1 04

1 ● 743

7.002
10.665
10. oti)
7.489

221,8
9.951

10,639
45.59

9.883
82.7
;y;l#

.

0.3966 1.0460
0,5568 1.4294
0.5980 1.7632
0.4266 1.0856
10,91 33.1
0,5654 1.5353
0.7193 1.77$9

150.2 19X103
0.5539 1.5461

129.~ 250.
150.8 21+5.
0.6345 1.3692

0 ● 0304
0.0693
0.0363
0.0314

34 ●

0,0459
0.01+54

47.
0.0478
18.
1.1364
0.0522

0.4814
0.7048
0.7323
o.j061
185,
0.5532
0.5570
103,
0.5570
]~,

13.
0.5052

0.0582
0.0925
0.0896
0.0618
2.79
0.0843
0.0901
0.4814
0.0838
0.8082
66X1 02
0.1005

0.0102
0.0126
0,0136
0.0108
0.4440
0.0135
0.0188

29,7
0.0133
1.233
4.989
0.01A4

o. 0021+
0.0033
0.0043
0.0025
0.8040
0.0033
0.0032
0.4491
0.0033
0.7761
0.2551
0.0035

2.225
2.369
2.31+1

2.257
28,6

2.412
2.476
8.556
2.378

11.089
28X1 03

2,1115

0.5132
0.6978
0.8006
0.5540

11.1
0.7536

;i:;;g

0.7279
517.

38.
0.8288

0.0686
0.1376
0.1472
0,0704

lit,

0.9992
0.1034
229.
0.1056

20.
2.2078
0.122’2

0.0186
0.0230
0.0206
0.0190
0.6534
0.0217
Q.0233
0.0501
0,0213
0.1110
5Ix102
0.0335

0.0332
0.0043
0.0047
0.0035
0.0632
0.0047
000053
31,57

0,0045
2.25
0.7186
0.0053

0.05043
0.0003
0.0007
0.00050
0.1871
0.000$
0.0006
~,)+z~(j

0.0006
0.0645
0,0468
(3,00(35(7m) ~

(

~/As in the variance estimators “t” refens to true and “e” to estimated.

~/The NSE of 11 has been divided by 103.
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estimator in (lrwp A IS better than every estimator III Group D for every

sample size, and, the difference is considerable,

A factor that all estimators in Group B have in common is thr~ uqs

of an @StirilOtd covariance matrix, ~, which may not be positive definite.

‘J i tl~

mus t

of a

tile exceptiol! of ~(7)(b) all estimators in Group A usc ~’s which

be positiv~ definite. This would lead one to conciudc that the usc

non positive definite 0 causes the IKE of the ~orresponcling ~ to

it is quite iikeiy, aitiwugil IIOt explicitly iool;eciat3tl~at the posi-

tive varial~ce estimates outweigid tilenegative ones. TIIiswouid resuit

in a positive definite ~ for j(7)(b).

It seems reasonabic, on the basis of these results, to identify

Group U 0s a set of iriadmissable cstimat~rs and to consider in tile future

oniy estimators which Llse ()’s which must be positive definite,

~i~tl anything be said with respect to choosing between the estifiwtors

in Group A? Oased on

conclusions hut it is

case, in particular,

lJetter than ordinary

is large (F=60) it is

estimates but wlwn T=

one experiment it is diffic,uit to give any gcnerai

worthwhile summarizing the resuits for this special

are any of the ~’s which use variance estimatm

east squares? It appears that wilen the sample size

worth the added computations to calculate variance

4 or 30 ;(2), ~(3) ancl~($),are not noticwrbly bctt~r

fhn ordinary icast squares. Also, no pattern emerges when J(2), ;(3) and

J(5) are compared with each other,
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Tile estimator wilic!l does perform much better than any of the others

in Group A is ~~.. III fact i ts MSE is qui to close tcr that of the gen-

eralized least squares estimator. Unfortunately the relative position

of this estimator depends on the ini tial guess made about the ratios

of the variances. Tile guess made in tilis case was 61 = A26~ = A3J3 where

A2 * A3 = 100 when in fact tile real values are X2 = 29.8 and A3 = 73.;.

Either tiliswas a “good gUCS5 “ or ;S is not very sensitive to the vaiucs

for A2, ~3 sulected. if the researciwr has any a priori idea of ti~e ratios

of the variancas he may be well advised to use tl)is estimator. An in-

teresting point to note is that although is was a relatively good esti-

mator for y, the variance estimator ~(6), obtained from using residuals

is = y-G~~, was not better and in most cases worse than $(1) and ~(11),

derived from ordinary least squares residuals.

4.3 Results of the Tests

The results of the l’t tests~’ indicate again that wre should avoid

any estimators wi]icil use a ~ wilich need not be positive definite. In

Tables 7, 8 and j a large number of type ! and Ii errors are shown for

all Group U estimators and

negative elements

quite frequently,

For T=30 and

itt tile d

T=60 tile

!mrfonmed remarkably well,

for every sample size. This suggests tilat

agonal of (G’~-’(i)G)-] may i~aye occurred

tests associated witil estimators in Group A

it is therefore quite i]ossible that the

tests are asymptotically justified andlmore research into ti~is is needed.

,\



TABLE 7

Performance of ‘ItTcstsJ’ for T=14

tistimator C rror Type Number of Errars

I
II 5i

I 38
II 65

I I
II 55

I 9

II 3;

I 1
II 57

I 37
II 67

I 59
II 72

I 2
II 7

~/These arc the number of errors which occurred ill11
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Performance of “t Tests” for T=30

A

Y(J

;(i)

;(2)

;(3)

‘;(W

~ij)

;(5)

;(7)(~)

;(7)0J)3’

I
II

I
It

i
II

I
II

I
II

I
1[

I
II

I
II

I
II

12
1

12
0

23
II

7
Cl

28
15

36
23

5
I

9
3

26
7

i

llj

3

24
16

7
5

25
13

34
22

5
1

~/ TIIese are the number of errors in 50 samples.
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Pr:rformance of “t Tests” for T=60

Lstimator Error Type . Number of iirrors

I
II

I
II

I
II

I
II

I
II

I
tl

I
It

I
II

2 3
00

39 35
27 18

32 33
26 22

5 5
22

a/ Tlw3sc are the number of errors in 58 samplqs.
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Anotiler interesting point is tilat for T=30 and 60 tests based on ~.

were qu

correct

stiil,

te insensitive to tile misspecifi cation. One could make an ir\-

assumption about the model and the covariance matrix of ~. and

n o iligh number of cams, come to the correct decision when test-

itlg ilypotileses.

TIIe performance of the tests using BLUS rcsldqais to test (3.9) and

(3. 10) performed very badly. As shown in Table 10 in airnost no cases

were tile false il~pOtlK?Sf2S rejected. If this test, or a similar onc using

!lLiJS rcsirluais, is to be used to test such hypotileses its power needs to

TABLE 10

ilumiwr- of !hmplcs in Wicil Type I I Errors Occurred When
Testing tlm Variances

tlypot~)~sis T=14 T=30 T= 6 [1
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A general conclusion one can make is that when using the qbove IIIodel

and estimators, negative variance estlmatesl if permitted, ~ccur f.iuite

frequently, Thcsp estimates have a very advvrse effect on the idSE of

?II estimator of response coefficients whici] uses them it]an attempt to

impr~ve qfficicncy. liwy also make testing i~ypotlleses about the response

coefficients a difficult task.

‘When negativu variances are excluded it is difficult to derive general

qooclusionq when oniy one point in tiW parameter space is considered.

i!oyever, tile results of tile study indicate that littleefficiency is to

be gained over Ordinary least squares in sllla~lsamplesQ in larger samples

i~on negative variance estimates may be “worth the addedcomputation. If

one iS interested in Y only, ~(2), ~l~ere negative estimates are ~!langed

to zero, gives added efficiency with littl@ @xtra Cowutation. ilowever

the quadrafic programming estin~ator ~(3) may be wort}~ the ~xtr~ cai~Llia-

tion if one is plso interested in a “good” variance estimate,

In terms of f’KE the MliJQUE estimator and estimators i

it dQ not perfornlany better than the othirs.

T!Ieiterative procedure was far from satisfactory s

did not occur III a large number of cases. tlowever, when

associated with

nce convergence

convergence did

occur the results were quite reasonable. An iterative estimator i~hich

does not permit negative estimates might be worth consltiering in the future.

The negative variances do appear to be the cause of many problems and it

is qui Lc possibie that changing these to zero will increase tll~~ nul~i~er
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of times convergence occurs bnd decrease the MSE of these estimates

which do converge,

There are also a large number of other unanswered questions.

More comparisons of estimators in Group A using analytical properties

and/or simulation is needed. The concl!tions necessary for fi(~(i)-~G)

to converge to zero in probability also need to be investigated. ‘;/hen

this condition IIOICIS ~(i) is asymptotically normally distributed and the

“t tests” will be justified in large s~ples. Since the tests using

01.US rcsidua]s did not give satisfactory results an investigation OF

tile optimal partitioning of tha disturbancti vector and t!le pader of the

tes~ I:I(Juld IJG ~tivantagcous.
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